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About This Game

World of Islands - Treasure Hunt is a Choice Maker RPG Game. You can choose to be a friend or an enemy, the game is short
and might take 5 to 7 hours to complete. It's all about Zack trying to hunt treasures and fight for it, also trying to stay as much as
possible with the good guys and not to cause any damage to them. Deciding to fight the Dark Lord is a great adventure, and the
player has to face the army of the Empire if he joins the Dark Lord. So many loots hidden in the Open-World map waiting for

you to find it. No waypoints available, feel free to go everywhere and make your own story.
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world of islands - treasure hunt

Decent enough start but needs more content developed.
I look forward to the update.
Any timeline for it (other than soon)?. Honestly this is the first review I have even bothered to take part in....But after seeing the
hostile comment from the developer I figured why not..

The description of this game sounds great. The execution however is terrible...at least my experience was...

Dialogue is extremely basic and boring.

The map designs are clunky...and I don't know if it's intentional, but the bordering walls are off......If you see a wall north or
south...can't progress past it like intended...Walk toward the neighboring wall and you can pretty much get "outside" of the
map....maybe this is intended...Either way there's just nothing in this game to keep me coming back..Even though I have tried
several times.

Also no options...and the battle U.I is cumbersome...Why is my battle action window placed on the left side of the screen to
block the view of enemies?

Developed should spend less time writing snarky replies (even though the reviewer could have mentioned the bugs, some are
obvious though) and spend more time honing this game, it could actually reach its potential.

I'll revisit in months...hopefully will be a better experience.. This game has a good concept but cant be called a "game". No
content, no direction, nowhere to go, too many bugs. for a maker style game, this should be more thought out and be a LOT
more polished before someone asks for money. I want my money back.

After looking at this reply from the "developer", it reminds me that also, there is no customer service. I was given the equivilant
of the finger because someones ego was hurt. I'm sorry. Your game is terrible. It seems like a couple of 12 year olds spent a
weekend on a $100 piece of software to produce this. Don't waste your money.. This game really good, I have enjoyed playing it
for a while at a hotel with a slow internet, so the game is light and got so much fun too, I really can't wait to finish it and
complete the story.
Please Developers, I can't wait until the next update.
Thanks. Very Awesome Game.
-Choice Maker feature makes it more interesting.
-Trading allows you to buy, customize and sell.
-Map size is good.
-You make your own story in the game, no waypoints, you are free to choose your next mission, but some missions require you
to complete other missions.
-Fight monsters to earn Gold & XP.. I love this game so much potential can't wait for the game to progress
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Game New Look:
Greetings to all WOITH awesome players,

World of Islands new version is coming soon!!

New features and changes:
-Enhanced story
-Higher graphics quality
-More abilities given to the player
-Better interaction with the game environment
-Wider Open-World maps
-And More!!!

Other changes:
-Higher price after releasing the new version
-New community support staff

Online Multi-player BETA is going to be officially released after 4 months.

Thank you for buying and playing WOITH.

Best Regards
SilverDam™. Game Upgrade:
Greetings to all WOITH awesome players,

We are changing the game  entirely  except the story will remain almost the same. We are doing this because the game engine
"RPG Maker 2003" doesn't meet our needs to create a good game with a creative story and gameplay. This process will not take
longer than 3 months, and with it comes the new map too  where you starting to face enemy bosses other than the Dark Lord .
Additionally, we are going to add a Multiplayer BETA (PVP & Co-op).

Thank you for buying and playing WOITH.

NOTE: This game will never be dead!!! We will be always up to date.. Update Patch 1.4.0:
Greetings to all WOITH awesome players,

Update 1.4.0 Changes:
-Quest Log
-Day/Night System

These 2 features are now available.

World of Islands is now available on MacOS & Linux.

Please report any bug you noticed.

PLUS: This is only the beginning. There are more upcoming updates, so stay tuned.

Online Multi-player BETA is going to be officially released after a few months.

Thank you for buying and playing WOITH.

Best Regards
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SilverDam™. Update 1.1.2:
Update 1.1.2

-You can fight the boss now
-You can take your weapons at start of game
-Bugs fixed
-New content added
-Ultimate ex scroll (Character upgrades!)

What's to come? (future plans)
-New map
. World of Islands Upgraded!!!:
Greetings to all WOITH awesome players,

World of Islands came back with a new look!!

New features and changes:
-Enhanced story
-Higher graphics quality
-More abilities given to the player
-Better interaction with the game environment
-Wider Open-World maps
-And More!!!
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PLUS: This is only the beginning. There are more upcoming updates, so stay tuned.

Online Multi-player BETA is going to be officially released after few months.

Thank you for buying and playing WOITH.

Best Regards
SilverDam™
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